Reduce the spread of harmful bacteria in modular buildings with the new KRT Luminaire Series by Kenall

This rugged lighting family provides generous ambient light and uses Indigo-Clean Technology® to safely and continuously kill harmful bacteria, bolstering existing cleaning and infection prevention protocols.

The KRT Series mounts quickly and easily using exterior mounting brackets. A 10-foot cord and plug accommodates tie wrap and chain installation, or the fixture can be hard-wired for daisy chain configurations. It is available as a Fast Track item – meaning it ships from our facility in just 5 business days from the time of order.

For challenging applications – and challenging times—demand Kenall, using the power of Indigo-Clean Technology.

* Per independent lab report #SG5-09S16076094. Contact manufacturer for a copy of this report.
** Antimicrobial Activity of a Continuous Visible Light Disinfection System by Rutala, et. al., ID Week 201